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Manual instruction was likewise "to be regarded as a disci-
plinary exercise destined to train the hand and eye to accuracy,
and to a due appreciation of form," whether or not the result
was of any value or interest to the child. Needlework was
similarly taught as practice in a variety of stitches. In all these
cases the formal or disciplinary motive was predominant, and
strongly influenced the teaching. Anyone who clearly remem-
bers the period would think it safe to add that it not only
influenced the teaching, but also ruined it. On the other hand,
geography and history were taught because the knowledge
gained was supposed to possess a value for its own sake, apart
from the mental training involved in acquiring it.1
And from the In the sphere of secondary education, precisely
secondary the same causes have been at work. There was
a time in the history of Europe when it was
practically useful, and was indeed a necessary part of a
generous education, to be able to read and write in the Latin
language, because that was the language employed by men of
learning. It was thus the motive of utility which first caused
Latin to be taught to all boys whose schooling was extended
beyond the elementary stage. In process of time the use of
Latin as an ordinary means of communication came gradually
to an end. But the teaching of Latin in schools, so far from
coming to an end, remained as firmly entrenched as ever as
part of the educational system, as we saw in our review of
school curricula in the late nineteenth century. And if anyone
attacked the position of Latin, and denounced the almost
exclusive preoccupation of the school with a language which
was rarely used later in life, the defence was precisely the
elementary schoolmaster's defence of parsing and of useless
sums. Even if the boy forgot his Latin, his Latin would not
1 The whole story of the English elementary-school curriculum is told,
veiy usefully, but with marvellous oflScial complacency, in the Report
of the Board of Education for the year 1910-21.

